Just One Look (BAR) - Doris Troy/Gregory Carroll
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Intro: |

Just one look and I fell so hard, in love with you, oh-oh, oh-oh.

I found out, how good it feels, to have your love, oh-oh, oh-oh.

Say you will, will be mine, for-ever and al-ways, oh-oh, oh-oh.

Just one look, and I knew, that you were my only one, oh oh oh oh.

I thought I was dreamin', but I was wrong, yeah, yeah, yeah.

Oh, but-a, I'm gonna keep on schemin', till I can make you, make you my own.

So you see, I really care, with-out you I'm nothin', oh-oh, oh-oh.

Just one look and I know, I'll get you some-day, oh-oh, oh-oh.

Just one look, that's all it took, just one look, that's all it took.

Just one look, that's all it took for me!
BABY, I’M YOURS (BAR)-Van McCoy

Baby, I'm yours, and I'll be yours until the stars fall from the sky
Yours until the rivers all run dry, in other words, until I die

Baby, I'm yours, and I'll be yours until the sun no longer shines
Yours until the poets run out of rhymes, in other words, until the end of time

I'm gonna stay right here, by your side, do my best to keep you satisfied
Nothing in the world can drive me away, 'cause every day you'll hear me say

Baby, I'm yours, and I'll be yours until two and two is three
Yours until the mountain crumbles to the sea, in other words, until e-ternity

Baby, I’m yours, ’til the stars fall from the sky,
Baby, I’m yours, ’til the rivers all run dry (fade)